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I believe most of us understand "group" and "soul"; what then is the mixture; what's a soul
group? First, a reader question.
RQ: Is it common to have a person [you know but not face-to-face] in a soul group but not
have any connection with them until a predetermined time in our lives?
C:
Yes, very common. Absent long distance communication, it was not common on Earth
but has become very easy because it resembles Heaven with one great exception; the closeness
and meeting can always happen.
Q:
What is a soul group? Is there a difference between them, in Heaven and on Earth? (In
and inside Earth, too; we can't leave out cavemen, can we? Spelunking we will go, spelunking
we will go, Hi! Ho! The Merry Oh! Spelunking we will go….)
C:
This question begs a not short answer, we will attempt conciseness.
On Earth, the soul group has two components; humans whose souls you already knew, who you
have met in Heaven. It is possible to cross paths with and meet humans, to then never meet
their soul once both of you have returned home, or never in dreams.
The second component of Earth soul groups are new souls, which can come from Heaven or
Earth.
Q:
C:

The Earth to Heaven connections are always in play, aren't they?
Yes, because both are part of the same thing.

Q:
Keep going with soul group definitions; what about on Earth? The souls we already
met and know, when? Before incarnation?
C:
Yes, these are the majority of what you might include in your group. You come to know
them before you incarnate, then come across them.
Q:
C:

What about souls we meet in Heaven that do not incarnate?
They are not in your Earth soul group.

Q:
They're in our Heaven soul group?
C:
Yes, but these human words do not refer to it well, because the general human
interpretation and understanding given to a group of souls means interaction on Earth, or
related to an incarnated soul's activity and life on Earth.
Q:
We meet souls in Heaven and then forget about them for the intervals we're
incarnated?

C:

Awake, yes however you can visit with them during dreams. This is common.

Q:
C:

After we "wake up" then what?
They are no longer relevant; they are not a part of your human life.

Q:
Back to Heaven; how big is the typical soul group and how is it different from friends,
acquaintances, family and so forth, on Earth?
C:
It is immense by comparison, and it is essentially the same. The difference is, friendships
and relations do not fade the same way or very much. You remember all detail about the souls
you know, just as they remember you and yours.
Q:
Until we've met somebody face-to-face, we don't easily say we know them. That takes
time, and as a reader asked, he states he knows me, but the face-to-face meeting hasn't
happened. How about up yonder, way up in those clouds?
C:
Heaven is not only in the clouds, it is around you now. The space-to-space meeting
always occurs, to enable two souls to say they're met and know one another.
Q:
Space-to-space?
C:
There are no faces. You go to the place and space another occupies, or they come to you.
This is easily accomplished, for travel is achieved with thought.
Q:
C:

How do souls meet if they're not close to one another?
Thought activity. A common way is a group gathering, say for example, a concert.

Q:
There are concerts in Heaven?
C:
Of course, all gatherings on Earth are either human interpretations of what already
happens or are based on it, such as sports.
Either participants or observers express thoughts and opinions, and the ones attracting you will
also bring the identity of the soul forward, or your thoughts expressed will project you. Then the
souls will meet after the event is complete. This way they come to know one another. The direct
connection by proximity cements the friendship or the relationship.
Q:
C:

Are there some souls with whom we're closer and others, less so?
Yes, just as you experience on Earth.

Q:
Is the human need for a physical meeting based on the physical proximity of two
Heavenly souls?
C:
Entirely, and reinforced by the physical limits of Earth. Ease of communication on Earth
has changed this and opened up the ability to others in a way previously not possible, in the
most recent memory of humans.
Because there is no impediment to coming closer for a meeting, it is almost universal.
Q:
Most recent memory?
C:
Most recent advanced human civilization. After Atlantis and Lemuria, where long
distance communication was easy, also.
Q:
What about Earth soul groups? For example, a reader asked about a person who lives
someplace else and the answer from y'all was, that other person living someplace else is now
included in the questioner's soul group.
C:
Yes, this is one way it happens. These two people, by virtue of the Earth connection, have
joined each other's soul group in Heaven.
Q:
They weren't part of it already?
C:
Soul groups are entirely and completely the decision of any one soul; there are no
objective criteria for admission. You decide who will be, just as you do on Earth.

Q:
Can we meet someone on Earth with no previous Heavenly connection to ourselves?
C:
Of course, this is very common. Most people you know on Earth, as a human and for
them also, you did not know in & from Heaven.
Q:
What is a good definition or description of an Earth Soul Group, based on what is
typical or usual?
C:
Souls with whom you schedule interaction as part of both or many life plans, from
Heaven and for and to be carried forth during incarnation on Earth.
Q:
This gets into soul mates; we think of this as a romantic partner or a maybe a
companion, even a pet. What is a soul mate?
C:
Simply a member of the soul group, and a person or animal or beast or pet with whom
you schedule a relationship.
Q:
Soul mate is not necessarily a mate, lover, spouse or confidant?
C:
No, but these are possibilities. Any interaction planned might be called this, however
soul mate is a human concept, not a Heavenly one. This term, or the popularly accepted
definition of one, a committed romantic partnership, is human. It exists as part of and inside
human social structures. These are joined voluntarily but also resisted. All of you know or of
someone, who rejects and lives outside popular common social norms or family preferences.
Some people doing so are ostracized by their family or choose to remain away.
Q:
So, our Heavenly soul group is BIG and we meet up with almost every soul in it. Our
human soul group is made up of others we choose for interaction, or they choose us and we
accept.
C:
Yes.
Q:
C:

Thank you, Esteemed Committee.
Do come back, be well.

